EXAMPLES OF REFERENCES IN APA STYLE  
(For use in bibliographies/reference lists)  

Books, Reports, Theses, Conference Papers, etc.  

1. **Single Author**  
   
   **Print**  
   

   **Electronic**  
   

2. **Multiple Authors**  
   
   (a) **Two authors**  
   
   Print  
   

   Electronic  
   

   (b) **More than two authors**  
   

3. **Anonymous Book – No Author/Editor**  


4. **Editor(s) or Compiler(s)**  
   

5. **Two or More Books by the Same Author**

6. **Organization or Association as Both Author and Publisher**

7. **Translation**

8. **Work in Several Volumes**

9. **Article or Chapter in Edited Work/Book**

10. **Chapter in a Volume in a Series**

11. **Entry in Encyclopedia**

   **Print**

   **Electronic**

12. **Government Publication**
13. Article in Published Proceedings of a Conference/Meeting


15. Technical/Research Report

Print

Electronic


17. Unpublished Master’s Thesis

18. Doctoral Dissertation From a Commercial Database
19. Doctoral Dissertation From an Institutional Database


20. Doctoral Dissertation from the Web


21. Doctoral Dissertation Abstracted in Dissertations Abstracts International (DAI)


Periodical Articles

1. Journal Article With DOI


2. Journal Article With DOI, more than seven authors


3. Journal Article Without DOI

Print


Electronic

4. Magazine Article

5. Newsletter Article
James, M. (2003, November). New requirements for teaching service positions: Transition period in effect. TUTOR, p. 3.

6. Newspaper Article
Print

Online

7. Book Review
(a) Untitled review

(b) Review with title
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